TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
inherited from a gendy scrupulous old aunt who, I am afraid,
developed kleptomania just this once, brought on by the sparkling
Paris air. With this I delicately slit open each envelope leaving it
fit for future use. Yet unlikely people still do use the best envelopes,
and among these I found a letter from a cook replying to my
advertisement for a temporary or permanent post, who 'in spite of
her languidly elegant stationery, believed firmly in abbreviation;
my secretary, reading aloud a sentence: "I have not had a perm
for eighteen months now", did not quite grasp the idiom and made
a puzzled comment: "Fancy telling you about her hair, in an
application!" Tradesmen who still courteously enclose a slip
with their bill, containing compliments, nothing more, should be
indignantly reminded that compliments cannot be used again.
A friend whose writing on a parcel had always announced
another of those costly and well-chosen presents in which she
excelled, now carefully registers a twopenny packet of chocolate
spared from her ration* Your letter of thanks is almost hysterically
grateful. The bulging untidy parcel with "Asprey" or "Fortnum
& Mason" on the label of the brown paper, yet has a homely,
an un-Asprey, un-Formum-&-Mason look about it; instinct is
right, for it contains a selection of disgraceful old garments, worn
and stained, tattered and shapeless, which one of your household
has hauled out of limbo and sent on to you, knowing that the
clothes coupon question will have altered your former lordly
point of view about these being "done for"!
Then you may receive one of those exciting parcels that occa-
sionally arrive from abroad; from America, in my case. There
is a special glamour about these parcels covered over with stamps
and official labels and customs and censorship permissions and lists
of contents . . . You have lucky dips inside, as though it were a
bran-pie. Often the welcome litde packets of tea or biscuits bear
improbably familiar names of well-known English makers; they
have long ago bean exported from Piccadilly to California, and
reach us again, homing pigeons, in our village in Berkshire. While
we were pondering over one of these U.S.A. packets of tea with a
picture of Tewkesbury Abbey on the cover, whether it would
prove to be Indian or China, our cook interrupted with complete
conviction: "That's not Indian or China; that's English tea!
You can see it from the picture."
The labels on these U.S.A. parcek bestowed on them by the
firms who make them up for export, show a pretty wistful
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